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ABSTRACT

A flow-through high-pressure electrical conductance cell was designed and constructed to
measure hrniting molar conductance and ion association constants of dilute aqueous
solutions with high precision at high temperatures and pressures. The basic concept of the cell
employs the principle developed at the University of Delaware in 19!35,but overall targets
higher temperatures (to 600%3 and pressures (to 300 MPa). At present the cell has been
tested by measuring aqueous NaCl and LiOH solutions(10-3to 10-5mol.kg-~) to 405°C and
33 MPa with good results.

INTRODUCTK)N

In aqueous solutions all electrolytes tend to associate at high temperatures and low solution
densities, Knowledge of the association constants is important in interpreting the
thermodynamics of ion-ion and ion-water interactions in solutions from sub-to super-critical
conditions where the thermodynamic properties of electrolytes undergo dramatic changes.
Conductance data rmt only provide a basic understanding of the behavior of elec~olytes
under extreme conditions, but also yield information rcievant to geochemical systems, the
chemis~ occuming in watedsteam cycles in power plants, nuclear waste disposal, and
supercritical water degradation of organic wastes.

During the past 30 years electical conductance measurements of aqueous electrolyte
soIutions, such as alkali chlorides and hydroxides [1-5], were carried out at ORNL utihzing a
static high-pressure cell to conditions of 800W and 400 MPa. The major disadvantages of this
design are its limited accuracy at Iciwerdensities (p< 0.4 g-cm-)), due to the high inuinsic
conductance of the cell, and the inherently large temperature gradient along the vertical axis
of the cell. These effects coupled with the high residence time of the solutions in the cell and
auxiliary tubing, limited the concentration range that can be rrtcasured reliably to N.001
mcd”kg-l.For weak electrolytes, accurate measurements need to be made at some much lower
concentrations, especially at elevated temperatures. In 1995, Zimmwman et al. [6] built the
fmt flow-through conductance celI fimctioning to the critical temperature of pure water. The
cell operated with unprecedented accuracy for aqueous LiCl, NaCl, NaBr, and Cs13rsolutions
at concentrations as low as 10’7mol”kg-’, at temperatures 306- 400T, and at pressures up to
28 MPa . However, this apparatus was not designed to operate at temperatures > 400”C and
higher pressures. The new celI reported here was a&pted from the existing static pressure
vesseI and will eventually seine to provide precise conductance measurements to 600”C and
300 MPa.



DESIGN AND OPERATION

The design and operation of the flow-tiough conductance cell are described in detail in
another paper [7]. The cotilguration of the celI is shown schematically in Fig. 1,
incorporating a coaxial electrode arrangement. The cell is suspended horizontally inside a
ceramic tube furnace. The entire apparatus includes: heat and pressure generators, control and
monitoring systems; a sample inlet delive~ system with a 17- ti titanium-metal sample
loop; and a Wayne Kerr electronic bridge.

Figs.2~ b and c present a cross-sectional view md dirnemiom of the tubular conductance
cell, which consists of a U&net high-pressure vessel {2] housing platinum (90°/0]-rhodium
(10%] (Pm) alloy tubing, gold gaskets and the sapphfie (refile for I,iOI-1]insulator. At each
end of the vessel, the bore isenlarged to acco~~te RVO stainlesssteelholders, which
wpport the inlet and outlet Pt/’Rhtubes and hi~ pmssme seals. The pressure seals consist of
consecutive 20°!-graphite-fi] Ied Teflon and Teflon packing. The input flow to the cell is
routed through a series of Pm tubes gold-welded together and fmall y a Pt/Rh cup. The cup,
which is in electrical contict with the Udimet vesseI wall and selves as the outer electrode, is
coated on the inside “withplatinum black, The inlet tubes are retained in position by three
consecutive stainless steel (SS) tubes, which provide good thermal contact with the high-
-pressure vessel. The outflow from the cell is routed directly through a slit cut near the base of
the inner electrode. The outer surface of the inner electrode is also coated with platinum
black, Flow continues through another series of gold-welded Pt/Rh tubes. TIMinner electrode
protrudes fmm an insulation disc (sapphire or mtile) and exten& about one cm into the cup.
One annealed gold washer is placed on the rim of.tie cup to create the seal between the
sample chamber and the insulator. Another annealed gold washer, backed by Pt/Rh and SS
discs, is located on the down-stream side of the insulator to provide support and a cushion for
the insulator. The outflow PVRh tubing passes through, and is electrically insulated by, a non-
porous sintered alumina tube and a Teflon tube (starting from cu. 5 cm within the ahrnina
tube and extending to the end of the outlet PtfRh tube]. The Teflon-insulated Pt/Rh tube fmt
passes through three pairs of BelIeville springs, a SS retainer and a SS holder, then extends
out of the Udimet vessel and into a low-temperature, high-pressure receiving vessel.

The high-pressure Udimet vessel is suspended horizontally within a tube fimnace. The
extreme ends of the vessel are cooled [from 25 up to 6VC ) by copper coils through which
water is circulated from an external thermostat ti order to protect the 20%-graphite-fdled
Teflon sealing material and the Teflon insulating tube inside the tiace. The tube furnace is
30.48 cm long, 20.32 cm OD, and 4.128 cm ID with a total wound portion of Nichrome V
(max. 101O”C)furnace wire of 22.86 cm. The windings are divided into three segments or
heating zones. The 10.16 cm long middle zone of the fiunace is the primary heat source for
the CM body, whereas the two 6.35 cm long outer zones augment the middle zone by
minimizing the temperature gradient along the cell. Furnace power and temperature controI is
provided by a CIMAC 11process controller (Barber-Cohnan). At the center of the furnace is a
SS sleeve (7,62 cm long) that tits snugly around the Udimet vessel and has a hole drilled to
accommo&te an Instrulab RTD, which provides an analog output that has been adapted as
the main feedback control, The in$munent has been calibrated to the ITS90 scale with a



digital resolution of +0.01%2.The two outerzones of the fiunace NC ccmtroIIcd via standard
K-type sheathed thermocouples, which are connected &ectly to the two remai.uing output
devices. The performance of the system is such that stable temperatures are observed for Imtg
time periods with a maximum uncertainty in the reading of +0.02°C at 400W. Currently
pressures up to 40 MPa are obtained by means of nitrogen gas supplied from a 40 MPa gas
cylinder to the receiver pressure vessel and hence also into the void volume between the inner
Pt/Rh tubing and the inner wails of the Udimet vesseI. In the Mum, pressures above 40 MPa
will be reached using ~ ~ir-drivend@hgm p~p in conj~ction with a hydraulically-
operated intensifier. pressure is currently controlled@ two back-pressure generators
(Tescom) and monitored by strain-gauge transducers, which me co~ected to a dud channel
digital readout gauge (Precise Sensors). The accuracy of the pressure measurements is N. I%
of fuIl scale. Pressure fluctuations controlled by the two back pressure regulators aIl about+
0.1 MP~ resulting in resistance changes of about 0,4?4.at 30tYC. The electrical resistance is
measured with a Wayne Kerr 6425 Component AnaIyz.er.

The experimental procedures are also described in detail in ref. 7. Deionized water contained
in a glass reservoir heated to ca.55 W under a purge of argon is used as carrier SObmnQ
whereas the solution is delivered to the sample loop by a commercial solvent deIivery pump.
Note that at pressures >5 MP~ the loaded sample loop is pre-pressurized to the equivalent
pressure in the cell by means of a hand p~p, thereby avoiding therrrd shocks tothe

insulator (sapphire orrutile).The flow rate at temperatures s 300”C is 0,05 mLmiII-’ during”
measurements and 0.15 IIILmin-’ at temperatures >300W. For each sample series, the
resistance of the soknt warer was measured fnt before the measurement of sample
SOIUtionsat frequencies fmm 0.5 to 10 kHz and extrapolated (resistance versus the reciprocal
square root of frequency) to infimitefrequency by a simple linear regression.

The concentrated stock soIutions of NaCl (ultra pure, 99,999%, Baker) were prepared using
conductivity water and stored in polyethylene bottles under argon and all weights of the stock
solutions were corrected to vacuum conditions. The stock solutions of LiOH were prepared in
the same manner as described in ref. 5, The conductivity water used in the preparation of the
stock solutions was obtained by bubbling argon throughdistilled,deionized water for at least
30 minutes yielding a specific conductance of 1 to 4 x 10-7Siemens.cm-’. DiIute solutions
were prepared by adding aliquots of the concentrated stock solution from polyethylene
syringes to “confme~ conductivity-grade water under agron, as mentioned previously. A
series of sample soIutions in the concentration range of 10-’to 103 mol’kg-’was prepared by
consecutively adding stock solution to the most diIuted sample soIution.

The cell constant at 25W is approximately ().2 cm-t as determined by measuring the resistance
of 10a to 10’ mot-kg-’ KC1 solutions and calculated according to equations given by Justice
[8], adjusted to the ITSX) scale. The exact value of cell constant is dependent upon the
specific dimensions of the electrode assembly. Molality was conwmed to molarity using
density data forKCl at 25Z calculated from the partial molar volumes of KCI at 25% [9].
Ceil constants obtained at 25°C from six to seven samples were in agreement to within
+0.2’?4.me cell W= thenheatedtg40(V’C(30 MPa), Ud allowed to COOIto 25°C,
whereupon the cell comtant was generally observed to change less than 0.3?40.The celI

constant is corrected for the thermal expansion of sappb (or mtile) and platinum (less than
0.1% at 400’’C).



RESULTS AND D1SCUSSI13N

Preliminary measurements with this system were carried out to establish a reproducible and
precise experimental method using available commercial pumps and tubing that are rated to
104 MPa. Therefore, studies of the conductivity of dilute aqueous NaCI and MM-I were made
over a concentration range 10-S.to10-3mol’kg”’ at tcrnperrmues 250- 405°C and 100- 400”C,
respectively, and pressures up to32.5 MPa for comparison with reported results [5,6].

Fig.3 illustrates the percentage differences between experimental values (~~ of NaCl at
39WC and 32.5 MPa, and those (AA~ obtained by least-squares fit using the FHFP (Fuoss-
Hsia-Fernindez-Prini) equation [10] (eq, 1) as a fimction of the molar concentration for the
soiutions,

where u is the degree of dissociation calculated from the mass action equation with the mean
activity coefficient y+ of the free ions calculated based on the Debye-Huckel law,

K.(M] = p K.(m)= (1-a)c/(a2cy*2 ) (2)

and S, E, J,, and J* in eq. 1 bear the same meaning and are calculated according to equations
given in ref. IO,whereas in eqs. 2 and 3, KA(M) and K.(m) are the molar and mokd
association constants, respectively; p is the dvcnt density; ICis the reciprocal radius of the
ionic atmosphere; q is the Bjerrum distance, a is the distance of the closest approach set
equal to q according to the recommendation of Justice [8],

The deviations between A.m and Ati using the best fit of each data set with eq.1 are
generalIy less than 0.4%, The results show m improvement of greater than one order of
magnitude in the precision of conductance measurements using the static cell and at least an
order ofmagnitude in terms of the Iowest solute concentmtion that can be measured [1-5].
The soIution densities were computed from the partial molar volumes of NaCl [11-13], LiC)H
[14], NaOH [15] and using water densities [16] at the.experimcntrd temperatures and
pressures. The values for ~ of LiOH{q and NaC~4 as shown in Figs. 4 a and b are m good
agreement with the reported vaIues of NaCl [2,6,17-19] and LiOH [5, 20, 2 I ] at
corresponding conditions. Figs. 5a and b present the comparison of Iog KA(m)values with
those reported for NaCl [2,6,17-19] and LiOH [5], respectively. They are in excellent
agreement within the experimental uncertainties.
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